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Updating firmware Guide

1. Every time you open the App, the APP will check whether the firmware is the latest version. 
    If not, APP will remind you to download it.

2. Connect the APP to the camera, go to “setting” and click "FW Updates".

3. Firmware transferring.
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4 .The camera starts to upgrade the system after the firmware package is 
    transferred. During the upgrading process, the power light flashes. When camera 
    upgrade is completed, the camera will automatically turn off.



Note: 
There must be at least 50% battery level in the camera. 
The camera cannot be shut down during the upgrading process, or it may not work.

Bluetooth Tutorial

1. Press and hold the shutter button of QooCam, then press the power button for 2s 
    to turn on the camera and enter the Bluetooth pairing mode. At this time, the 360 
    and 3D status lights flash alternatively.
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2. Turn on the Bluetooth remote controller and the camera will automatically 
    connect to the Bluetooth remote controller.  the Bluetooth connection success 
    when the camera "buzzing" for one second;

3. After the Bluetooth connection is successful, the QooCam camera and the 
    Bluetooth remote controller will automatically connect as soon as they are turned 
    on. To re-pair the new Bluetooth remote controller, you need to follow step 1 and 
    try again.

4. After the camera enters the pairing mode, if the connection is not successful, 
    press the power button of the QooCam for 5 seconds to shut down the camera 
    forcefully, and then try it again from step 1.

Tap the capture button to take a photo. The status light flashes once, indicating that 
the picture was successfully taken.
Open the mobile APP and connect the camera. Click the ‘Camera Album’ to view 
the pictures /videos taken.

Press the power button for 2 seconds to power on. 
Press the shutter button for 2 seconds to start recording; Press the shutter button 
again to stop recording.
Open the mobile APP and connect the camera. Click the ‘Camera Album’ to view 
the pictures /videos taken.

Use the camera independently to take picture

ON
OFF

Press the power button for 2 seconds to power on.

Use the camera independently to take video

Press the power button for 2 seconds to power on and press the power button again 
to open WiFi function. 
Open the mobile APP and connect the camera. On the shooting page, you can 
choose to take a photo or video. 
Tap the capture button to take a photo or video.
Click the ‘Camera Album’ to view the pictures /videos taken.

Connect the camera to the APP
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360 Video Editing

1. After taking a 360 video, download 
    the video to the phone “App 
    Album” and click on the 360 video 
    you want to edit.

3. Press the “key point” to lock the 
    viewing angle. If you settle several 
    key points in your footage, the result 
    video will change the main viewing 
    angle smoothly between the key 
    points.

4. Click on the “trim” to set the starting 
    and ending point of the video.

2. Click the edit button to enter the 
    video editing page.
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5. After editing, click “Save” and the footage will be saved to “Edited Album”. You 
    can also share it to social platforms such as Facebook, Instagram or save it to the 
    local album of your mobile phone.
 

Refocus

1.Switch the QooCam into 3D 180 
    mode.Choose a scene with closer 
    foreground and far away background 
    > Take a picture.

2.Connect QooCam to phone via WIFI 
    > Go to ‘Camera Album’.Select the 
    3D 180 picture > Tap ‘Download’, 
    then the picture saves on your phone.
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4.Then the app will generate a wide 
    angle picture > Tap ‘Refocus’.

3.Go to ‘App Album’ > Select the picture 
    and tap ‘Edit’.

5.Tap ‘Refocus’. 6.Tap to select the focus point, you’ll 
    see the rest of the picture blur 
    according to the depth.Drag the 
    ‘strength’ point to adjust the 
    strength of the blur.
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LED Indicator Status

Power LED

Shooting status light 
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7.You can also crop a wide angle 
    picture into any size you by taping 
    the ‘Crop’ bottom.

8.Tap ‘Done’ to save the result or share 
    it with your friends.
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How to restart the camera if the it crashes?

Camera

Power off

Charging

Charging (Stand-by mode)

Charging finished Power LED off

Stand-by mode Power LED blue, shooting status lights on

Photo Shooting status light (3D or 360) flashes once

Video Shooting status light (3D or 360) flashes slowly

Micro SD card error Shooting status lights flash quickly

Micro SD card storage is full Shooting status lights flash quickly

Updating firmware Power LED flashes slowly

Power LED purple

Off

Power LED red

LED Indicator
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Try holding the camera power button for 5 seconds to turn off the camera.
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